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Abstract. In order to provide reference for the engineering design in the area with large wind, water flow
and other horizontal loads, the experimental study on the horizontal bearing capacity of composite
foundation under three different working conditions was carried out in this paper, which includes cap-single
pile, cap-9 piles and enlarged cap-9 piles. The results show that under the condition of cap-9 piles, the group
pile effect coefficient is 1.17, and the load sharing ratio of the back piles is the largest, and the middle and
front piless decrease sequentially. Also, with the increase of horizontal load, the load sharing ratio of the
back pile increases while the middle and front piless is decremented. Under the condition of enlarged cap-9
piles, the group pile effect coefficient is 1.36, which is 16.24% higher than that of the cap-9 piles, which
means the horizontal resistance is obviously enhanced. At the same time, compared with the cap-9 piles, the
load sharing ratio of the back pile is reduced while the middle and front piless is increased, which means the
stress of pile body tends to be more uniform.

1 Introduction
In traditional design, cap-group pile composite
foundation is mainly vertical bearing, but it is also
subjected to horizontal loads in the actual engineering
especially in coastal areas, such as wind, river and other
horizontal loads, and engineering disasters caused by this
often occur. At present, the corresponding research
methods include theoretical research, experimental
research and numerical analysis. The theoretical research
includes elastic theory method, pile group efficiency
method, and p-y curve reduction method [1-3]. The
experimental research includes indoor model test, field
test and centrifuge test [4-7]. The numerical analysis is
mainly finite element [8-9]. Based on the above research
methods, the scholars have carried out a series of studies
on the horizontal bearing capacity of cap-pile [10-13],
and some research results are valuable. But, the influence
of cap size and group pile distribution style on the group
pile effect still need further study. Therefore, the model
test on horizontal bearing characteristics of cap-group
pile with three different forms are carried out in the
present paper, which in order to explore the influence of
enlarged cap on the horizontal bearing capacity and
group pile effect coefficient.

2 Experimental design
2.1 Experimental soil

This test relies on the Zhongshan west outer ring
expressway project, and according to the actual situation,
the silty clay is selected. The specific parameters of the
test soil is shown in Table 1.
Tab.1 The specific parameters of test soil
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2.2 Model pile and cap
The selection of model scale will influence the accuracy
of test results and the size of deviation directly, so the
accuracy and the practicability of operation is considered
in the test, and the model scale of the test is determined
to be 1:30. Meanwhile, compared with the design
parameters of the Zhongshan west outer ring expressway
project, the concrete of model pile is C30, and the
diameter and length of model pile is 6cm and 100cm
respectively. Two different pile spacing is adopted in the
test, i.e., 2D (12cm) and 4D (24cm). In the aspect of cap,
the concrete is C35, and the thickness is 5 cm. The steel
screws are set up inside the cap to connect with the lower
pile.
2.3 Group pile arrangement
To analyze the horizontal bearing capacity of enlarged
cap-group pile composite foundation, three different
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cap-pile structures are adopted in the test, i.e., cap-single
pile, cap-nine piles and enlarged cap-nine piles.
(1) cap-single pile
The design of cap-single pile is the foundation of the
test, and the distance from the centre of the pile to the
edge of the cap is the diameter of the pile.
(2) cap-nine piles
According to design specifications, the distance from
the centre of side pile to the edge of the cap should not be
less than the diameter or side length of the pile, and the
layout of cap-nine piles is shown in figure 1, and the pile
spacing is 2D.

In the test, the horizontal load and horizontal
displacement of each condition will be measured to
obtain the corresponding ultimate horizontal bearing
capacity. Meanwhile, the bending moment distribution of
the pile under different horizontal loads will be obtained
through the strain gauge attached to the pile, and the load
bearing proportion of the pile at different positions can
be calculated.

3 Experimental results
3.1 Cap-single pile
The curve of horizontal load and displacement of single
pile is shown in figure 3. It can be seen from figure 3 that
the ultimate horizontal bearing capacity of single pile is
4.08kN. The distribution curve of bending moment along
the depth of single pile is shown in figure 4. From figure
4, we can conclude that under different horizontal load,
the bending moment increases firstly and then decreases
along the pile depth, which is approximately parabola
distribution. Meanwhile, the maximum bending moment
increases with the increase of horizontal load.
Horizontal load/kN
0

Figure.1 Layout of cap- nine piles (Unit: cm)
Horizontal displacement/mm

(3) enlarged cap-nine piles
The layout of cap-nine piles is shown in figure 2,
and the pile spacing is 4D.
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Figure.3 The Q-S curve of cap-single pile
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Figure.2 Layout of enlarged cap-nine piles (Unit: cm)

2.4 Test plan
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In the present paper, the test with three different
conditions will be carried out, and the parameters of
three conditions are shown in Table 2.
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Figure.4 The bending moment of cap-single pile

Tab.2 The parameters of model test

3.2 Cap-nine piles

Cap
length/cm

Cap
thickness/cm

1
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length
/cm
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The curve of horizontal load and displacement of
cap-nine piles is shown in figure 5, and we can see that
the ultimate horizontal bearing capacity of cap-nine piles
is 44.48kN. The calculation formula of effect coefficient
of pile group is

 = H / ( n  H0 )

2
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 is the effect coefficient of pile groups, H is
the horizontal bearing capacity of group piles, H 0 is
the horizontal bearing capacity of single pile, n is the
where

1.0

Load sharing ratio

quantity of pile in group piles.
By Eq. (6), we can calculate the effect coefficient of
cap-nine piles, i.e.,  = 42.98 / ( 9  4.08 ) = 1.17 . So we
can know that compared with single pile, the horizontal
bearing capacity of each pile in the cap-nine piles
increases by 17%. In the aspect of bending moment, take
the central pile of cap-nine piles for example, the
bending moment distribution under different horizontal
loads is shown in Figure6. We can see that compared
with the cap-single pile, the maximum bending moment
decrease.
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Figure.5 The Q-S curve of cap-nine piles
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The curve of horizontal load and displacement of
enlarged cap-nine piles is shown in figure 8, and we can
see that the ultimate horizontal bearing capacity of
cap-nine piles is 50.06kN, so the effect coefficient of
enlarged cap-nine piles is 1.36. Compared with cap-nine
piles, the effect coefficient increases by 16.24%, which is
mainly due to the constraint effect of enlarged cap.
Similarly, take the central pile of enlarged cap-nine piles
for example, the bending moment distribution is shown
in Figure 9. By comparing with figure 6, we can see that
the position of the maximum bending moment move up,
which is similar to that of cap-single pile.
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Figure.8 The Q-S curve of enlarged cap-nine piles
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By calculating the force of each pile, we can get the
horizontal load sharing ratio of front piles, middle piles
and rear piles, which is shown in figure 7. It can be seen
from Figure 7 that the horizontal load sharing ratio of
rear piles is the largest all the time, while the front piles
is the smallest. Furthermore, with the increase of
horizontal load, the horizontal load sharing ratio of rear
piles increase gradually, while the middle piles and front
pile decrease gradually.
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Figure.9 The bending moment of enlarged cap-nine piles

Similarly, we can calculate the horizontal load
sharing ratio of front piles, middle piles and rear piles,
which is shown in Figure10. By comparing with figure 7,
we can see that the change trend and size relationship of
front piles, middle piles and rear piles are the same, but
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the value of rear piles decreases, while that of front piles
and middle piles increase. In other words, the force of
group piles is more uniform.
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Figure.10 The load sharing ratio curve of enlarged cap-nine
piles

4 Concluding remarks
In this work, we get that effect coefficient of cap-nine
piles is 1.17, while that of enlarged cap-nine piles is 1.36,
which means with the increase of pile spacing, the
horizontal bearing capacity of each pile improve.
Meanwhile, with the increase of pile spacing, the
maximum bending moment of each pile decrease, and the
position of that moved up. On the other hand, the force of
piles in different positions are greatly different, i.e., the
load sharing ratio gradually reduce along the direction of
the horizontal force. But with the increase of pile spacing,
the gap of load sharing ratio decrease gradually, which
means the force of piles in different position is more
uniform. Therefore, in the actual engineering design, we
can improve and optimize the horizontal bearing capacity
of the cap-group piles composite foundation by
increasing the pile spacing.
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